
Step 3 Compassion 

Hi Young Leaders. 

Are you ready for the next step 

on our journey?  

Last time we thought about all 

the good things we can be 

thankful for. I hope you have    

remembered to keep looking out for 

these every day! 

Today we are thinking about             

compassion and how we can 

work together to help others. 

There are lots of people who 

are struggling at the moment.  

They might be ill or sad or    

worried. 

We can take some kind actions 

to make them feel better. 

Let’s get going. 

Remember small steps can 

make BIG changes! 
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Journey of Discovery 

Working Together 



Write or draw your ideas here: 
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Step 3 - Compassion 

The next step on our ‘Journey of      

Discovery’ is to explore how we      

can show compassion to people.  

 

Compassion means we care about 

others. 

Compassion means we treat others 

with kindness. 

Compassion means we want to help 

people in need. 

Compassion means we don’t just    

feel sad for people, but we               

do something to try and help.  

Think about: 

A time when you were worried or upset.  

How did other people help you? 

What did they do? 

What did they say? 

How did their kindness and        

  compassion make you feel? 



Imagine Compassion 

What could you do to show compassion 

in these situations? 

Talk about your ideas with  someone in 

your family.   

See if they have any different ideas.  
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Someone fell 

down and hurt 

themselves. 

You are playing           

with friends at playtime. 

You notice one person 

alone who seems sad. 

Your sister 

is sick. 

You notice a       

person on crutches 

struggling to open 

a door. 

You notice a 

homeless person 

as you walk 

around. 

Your friend’s pet 

dog died, which 

made them sad. 



You could… 

- Make them a card 

- Write them a letter 

- Send them some homemade treats or buy some  

- Phone or video call them to find out how they are  

- Or choose your own idea! 

Compassion Action 

Think of someone you know who might be  

struggling.  Maybe they are lonely or worried   

at the moment.  

What could you do to help them and show 

compassion? 

- What do you know about them? 

- What do they like or what do they not like? 

- What might they need? 

- What would make them smile? 

Now do your compassion action! 

Write or draw your ideas here: 



Ripples of Compassion  

Acts of compassion can encourage  

other people to show compassion too.   

Compassion can grow and spread as 

more and more people help others 

around them. 

Your act of compassion could inspire lots 

of other people! 

Just like ripples in water spreading      

outwards when we drop something in.  

Fill a bowl or basin with water and collect 

some different sized objects to use. 

Drop an object into the water and watch 

what happens. 

Try your other objects. 

- Which objects made the biggest ripples? 

- How far outwards did the ripples reach? 
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Imagine that the objects are 

‘acts of compassion’. 

- What acts of compassion could 

the big objects be? 

- What acts of compassion could 

the small objects be? 



Have you found this resource useful and would like to find out about similar 

tools you could use? Please visit the link below for more Young Leaders 

Award at Home resources and ideas. 

 

Please visit:  

www.abyyt.com/yla-at-home 
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@ABYyouthtrust  

Step 2 : Thankfulness 

Now Available 

Step 4 : Friendship 

Coming Soon! 


